Plan for 2021 - Recover and Rebuild
Business Checklist
Harper’s team of experts have created a checklist for business
owners and senior leadership teams as they start the process of
reviewing their business strategy for 2021. Taking the time now to
adapt and upgrade your business operating model will aid recovery
and build armour against future challenges.

Strategy – competing in the ‘new normal’
Be clear on how to support existing revenue channels – modify your go-to-market plans
to suit the new normal
Decide on new sources of revenue and get an implementation plan in place
Review and upgrade your business operating model to meet new requirements
Build a plan to rebuild value and offer outstanding customer experience at a lower cost
Better and faster use of information – embrace technology and become a player in the
digital economy
Engagement of your staff, customers, and other stakeholders will be key

Business realignment – knowing how to cut and shape
new business
Plan now for tomorrow - redeploy and prioritise resources to increase and secure
opportunities
Create efficiencies - continue to cut fat not muscle to deliver profit with reduced
costs
Stress test your business - understand your risks to minimise business exposure,
be sure you can respond to further waves of pandemic, market movements,
supply chain challenges, and competitor realignment
Monitor and update in real-time and only focus on business critical priorities
All decisions based on impact to cash

Expanding your e-commerce channels
Adopt a simple strategy to expand online presence for additional revenue
Are contact-less commerce & direct-to-consumer platforms relevant to your market?
Creating your plan for now and after the next wave of lockdown
Generating positive cash cycles

Marketing – on a reduced budget
Have a plan to keep the brand light burning – understand the changes in the
marketplace
How to effectively operate your marketing function in this new market
Create relevant content and communication plans
Strengthening good will and trust – this will continue to be key
Review competitive landscape in light of changing consumer and buyer behaviour

Critical Sales Plan - backing the right clients
Reviewing your client portfolio and focus on clients that support positive cash
conversion
Maximising your sales resource and adopting new processes
Brief your sales team on adopting the correct tone – be supportive, not too pushy
Understand and train your sales team on the new way of doing business
Stay close to your market to understand changes in buying behaviour
Build meaningful relationships with your customers and look for opportunities to
collaborate and develop further trust and loyalty

Supply Chain – ensuring continuity of supply
Protect and stabilise vunerable supply chains – build contingency against supply
interruptions
Ensuring long term resilience and diversification – top strategic priority
Protecting margin - improving supplier commercial terms
Simplify SKU’s, concentrate on high demand, high margin products to increase
stock movement and improve cash cycle
Forecasting for tomorrow’s unknown demand – don’t rely on inventory history

Operations – Lean and fit for the future
Review customer journey to identify waste, optimise process, and enhance
possibilities of collaboration
Break down any silos and engage in operational improvement programmes
Complete value stream mapping and build a new Lean target operating model
Find a new way of working to enhance your customer experience and deliver at
a lower cost
Engage your team, share responsibility and share your new vision for a secure
future

Cash Management - Recovery and Rebuild mode
Ensure your management information and cash-flow forecasts are up to date.
Keep a close eye on key financial performance indicators and review regularly
Monitor your purchases carefully and think about effective strategies to turn your
stock into cash
Think before re-introducing cost into the business – ask the question: will it have a
positive impact on the growth of the business? Look for opportunities to remove
cost
Watch your credit exposure and keep talking to your customers, suppliers, and
staff
Review what external funding support is available: grants, furlough, loans, and
facility extensions
Be aware of cost implications post Brexit

HR and People - Your most valuable asset
It is essential to look after your people, ensure your staff are safe in the workplace
and be compliant to guidelines
Take the correct HR advice when making decisions
When introducing resource back into the workplace, challenge the requirement
for that skillset – will it have a positive impact on the business?
Keep your team informed, be inclusive and share relevant information when you
are able; your team will respond positively
Embrace new technology and virtual communication into your revised operating
model
Plan ahead, but not too far
As a trusted advisor to a number of local businesses we hope you have found
the above checklist helpful. Harpers has a joined up, highly talented team who
can help you develop your new business operating model, so please call our free
advice line and see where we can help.
Give us a call or drop us a note and we can organise a complimentary call
with one of our team of experts.
We look forward to speaking with you.
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